Studio Arts Unit 4 Outcome 3
Considerations of curators in the preparation,
presentation, conservation and promotion of
specific artworks from 2020 exhibitions

Students should analyse and
evaluate the following:
• Specific artworks and their presentation to gain
an understanding of the intentions of the artist
and the curator
• Curatorial considerations, exhibition design
and promotional methods in preparing and
presenting artwork for display
• Methods and considerations involved in the
conservation of specific artworks related to
exhibitions visited this year
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EXHIBITION
JOSH MUIR
WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND?
30 NOVEMBER, 2019 – 13 APRIL, 2020

Curatorial considerations
What’s on your mind? is an eight-piece
installation by Gunditjmara/Yorta Yorta
artist Josh Muir.
In collaboration with digital animator Isobel
Knowles and experiential design consultancy Art
Processors, the exhibition combines elements of
audio, animation and graphic design - taking the
viewer on an augmented reality journey through
the artist’s mind. Utilising the tools of his time,
Muir combines elements of his proud Indigenous
heritage with a broader contemporary visual
language, his fun and playful aesthetic draw
reference to images from pop culture and street art.
What’s on your mind? is a personal and intimate
exploration into the artist’s journey of selfdiscovery, shedding light on the complexities of
navigating between two very different worlds - that
of his Indigenous heritage and the broader colonial
landscape.
Essay written by the Curator Shonae Hobson:
www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/
blogs/whats-on-your-mind

Left to right: Shonae Hobson, First Nations Curator,
Josh Muir, artist and Jessica Bridgfoot, Director.
Photo credit: David Hawkswood
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Preparation
The exhibition was curated by First Nations
Curator Shonae Hobson as part of Bendigo Art
Gallery’s now bi-annual Going Solo: First Nations
exhibition program. Bendigo Art Gallery staff
made the decision, in 2018, to offer the next Going
Solo project to a First Nations artist.
In 2019, Going Solo will for the first time, provide a
unique opportunity for a First Nations artist living
and working in regional Victoria to produce a
significant work or body of works to be exhibited
at the Gallery. The selected artist will work
alongside the Gallery’s First Nations Curator and
will be supported throughout all development
stages of their proposed exhibition until its final
outcome.
Bendigo Art Gallery recognises the important
contribution that our First Nations artists are
making towards the regional art scene and are
committed to fostering and promoting the careers
of these artists on a national scale. The purpose of
this new initiate Going Solo: First Nations Artist is
to bring to attention the significance of our First
Nations artists living and working in regional areas
of Victoria. (Media release 2018)

• Media Releases disseminated and application
form uploaded to Bendigo Art Gallery website
• From a large number of applications, three
artists were shortlisted to be interviewed
• The interview panel chose Josh Muir as the
successful artist to develop work for the
exhibition. This was publicised using a Media
Release
• Meetings between artist and curator were held,
both at Bendigo Art Gallery and at Ballarat,
where the artist lives
• The Curator suggested working with Art
Processes, an Experiential Design Consultancy
Company. She had worked with them at
other galleries. Through this partnership, the
Augmented Reality Component was developed.
This also included working with animator Isobel
Knowles
• The Curator applied for a grant from Creative
Victoria; this assisted with the Augmented
Reality technology and also provided workshops
targeting local Indigenous communities. This
sponsorship was acknowledged on the title wall
alongside other ongoing sponsors
• The Curator wrote an essay which was
reproduced on a colour brochure and also made
accessible via the Gallery’s blog
• Public programs and opening events - managed
by the Curator/s
• Freight and logistics – managed by the
Collections Manager
• The designs were printed on aluminum. The cost
of this was covered by the Going Solo artist fee
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Presentation
Exhibition Design encompasses the look and feel
of the exhibition and this also includes fonts and
graphic design elements.

The prints are presented slightly below eye level to
enable younger people to engage with the iPads
which need to be held in front of the artworks.

The Exhibition Design for What’s on your mind?
was kept simple and symmetrical mainly due to the
bright and contemporary nature of the artwork.

Two external technicians were employed to assist
with the installation of the exhibition.

The patterned wall for the artwork CONNECTION
was printed from the design in the artwork. This
detail was sent to Signmob, a local signwriting
company who developed it into the large vinyl
which is installed on the wall.

The artwork CONNECTION is balanced on the
opposite side of the room with large title font and
an extended label.

Signmob staff members undertake the installation
using OHS rules approved by City of Greater
Bendigo.
Conceptually, the filling of the wall with this pattern
communicates the idea of Indigenous reclaiming of
spaces previously removed from them, for example,
early Colonial art which removed the Indigenous
person from the landscape.

(Above) Title wall with large font acknowledging sponsors.
The font was chosen by the gallery’s graphic designer and is
Mono 45 – Headline: Bold. The bright blue colour relates to
the bright colours in the exhibition.
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A young patron using the iPads
to interact with the Augmented
Reality. The prints were hung
slightly below eye level to enable
younger patrons to engage with
the technology.

Exhibition Design diagram
The exhibition design is the starting point between
the Curator, artist and installation/ technical staff;
minor changes may be made once the artworks are
in place. The plans for most exhibitions at Bendigo
Art Gallery are produced using simple programs
such as Word using existing dimensions for the
rooms
to be utilised.
Exhibition
Design diagram

The exhibition design is the starting point between the Curator, artist and installation/ technical staff; minor
changes may be made once the artworks are in place. The plans for most exhibitions at Bendigo Art Gallery are
produced using simple programs such as Word using existing dimensions for the rooms to be utilised.

Gallery 3 – 42.287 linear metres (153.38 sqm) Ceiling Height – 4.5
Design A

10578mm

10584mm

Exhibition design diagram created by Shonae Hobson, First Nations Curator
Exhibition design diagram created by
Shonae Hobson, First Nations Curator.
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Conservation
Lighting: The lux levels are set at 50 lux as the
main art form is print-based. This was set by the
gallery technicians and measured with a luxometer.
The lighting across the artworks is even (wall wash)
mainly for aesthetic purposes.
Handling: All handling of artworks were done with
nitrile gloves to avoid greases from hands staining
artworks.
Condition reports were completed by either the
Bendigo Art Gallery Collections Manager for the
privately loaned artworks or a Conservator from
the Art Gallery of South Australia for their works.
The prints were propped up on foam blocks and
transported from the loading by using an A frame
to ensure that no dust or dirt ended up on them.
As the exhibition featured the use of iPads to
engage with the Augmented Reality component,
these were monitored by a casual attendant at the
weekends and loaned during the week by asking
patrons to swap a piece of ID during use to ensure
their safety from theft.

Condition reports were
completed by the
Bendigo Art Gallery
Collections Manager.
Image credit: Helen Attrill,
Bendigo Art Gallery
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Promotion
Bendigo Art Gallery employs a permanent full
time Marketing and Audience Engagement Officer
and for strategic marketing, a freelance Publicist.
Together they worked to engage with a range of
media avenues to promote the exhibition.
The Gallery uses its website and social media
platforms, especially Facebook to advertise the
exhibition in an ongoing manner.
The Gallery ran a Media Preview to promote the
exhibition and secured an ABC TV interview
featuring the curator and artist.

The company Art Processors also leveraged their
contacts to further promote the exhibition, which
in turn, showcased their work.
Social media included pre-programmed posts
reach Bendigo Art Gallery’s audience of 30,000.
All eight artworks were also presented and
promoted individually in print form via the artist’s
Commercial Gallery MARS: https://marsgallery.
com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/MARS_
Josh-Muir_2019_Catalogue_np-Bendigo-5.pdf

Exhibition promoted on large glass panel at front of gallery
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(Top) Advertisement on Visit Melbourne website
(Bottom) Feature article on blooloop, a website
that targets industry professionals
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(Top) Advertisement on Discover Bendigo website
(Bottom) Advertisement on Evensi, an
international events website
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Focus on specific artwork 1:
Josh Muir - PSYCHOSIS 2019
Intention of the artwork
PSYCHOSIS is a major work from the exhibition
combining the artist’s key issues of mental
health and overcoming it with his love of street
art. He developed the idea from a continuous
line drawing, developing it into a simple online
picture program and the final version also includes
landscape photographs relating to his Yorta Yorta
country. For the exhibition, the work was then
developed into Augmented Reality with the help
of digital animator Isobel Knowles and experiential
design consultancy Art Processors. Its bright,
primary, flat colours make it ideal to reproduce
and different versions of both the still and video
image could be used to promote the exhibition in
a variety of ways.
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(Above) Josh Muir
PSYCHOSIS 2019
Digital print on
aluminium
Image courtesy of
the artist.

1

2

Different examples of promotion
• PSYCHOSIS was used as a Hero Image to
promote the exhibition through an ABC
online news article (1)

3

• PSYCHOSIS was used to promote the
exhibition as a video work on Facebook:
Bendigo Art Gallery Facebook page
Arts Hub Facebook page (2)
• PSYCHOSIS was used to promote the
exhibition through being reproduced on
the large glass panel at the entrance to
the gallery (3)
• Installation view showing a patron
engaging with the room brochure.
PSYCHOSIS is centred between
CLEANSE (left) and FLOURISH (right) (4)
4
Photo credit: Dave Hawkswood
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Focus on specific artwork 2:
Josh Muir - CONNECTION 2019
Intention of the artwork
CONNECTION dominates the exhibition through
not only the bold print but by having the pattern
of the print reproduced over an entire wall of the
exhibition. Although the patterns don’t reference
any symbols particularly, but are associated with
Josh’s personal artistic practice and his consistent
use of linear motifs and designs. The curator and
artist worked together with the decision to use
the pattern over the entire wall; this symbolically
contested the idea of the white museum space by
decolonizing and asserting Indigenous presence on
a large scale.
Like PSYCHOSIS, CONNECTION was developed
into Augmented Reality with the help of digital
animator Isobel Knowles and experiential design
consultancy Art Processors.

(Above) Josh Muir, CONNECTION 2019, Digital print on
aluminium. Image courtesy of the artist.
(Page 15, top) Josh Muir, CONNECTION (detail), Digital print
on aluminium. Installation view with patterned vinyl.
(Page 15, bottom) Josh Muir, CONNECTION (detail), Digital
print on aluminium. Installation view with iPads used to
engage with the Augmented Reality.
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Photo credit: Dave Hawkswood

Photo credit: Dave Hawkswood
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